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1 Preface

Welcome to the NACL ’22 Winter rule book. We will use the rule book from ECL as a foundation. In
addition to this, we have tweaked some rules based on feedback from previous events and
subsequent tournaments. As always, it is very important for us to be as clear as possible regarding
League Administration procedures, as such if you have any difficulties understanding specific rules
then feel free to contact us via the support tool!

All team members MUST have a representative in our discord HERE

We ask every team to familiarise themselves with and memorize the different sections. Team captains
must be aware of the entire ruleset, as it includes lots of important guidance that stays relevant
throughout the entire league/tournament. Regular players on the other hand should be aware of
member registration requirements, etiquette, fair play, and game rules.

KEY INFO:

The winner of the NACL will face off against the European champions in Helsinki, Finland! Flights
from an international airport and lodging will be covered for the six members who will be playing.
Please have your passport ready should your team qualify.

Any players UNDER the age of 18 will need to be accompanied by a parent/guardian at their own
expense. Please contact support for any questions regarding this matter or possible alternative
solutions.

Our goal is to use the results of NACL ‘23 Winter to create divisions similar to the ECL with a
promotion/relegation system. It is very important that you complete your games and finish as high
as possible in the standings.

Please support this event by tuning into our broadcasts whenever possible and through social
media using @SportsGamerGG #NACL23Winter #SGWorldFinals and #RoadToHelsinki

We are very excited to host the first confirmed LAN event for NHL 23 and hosting the first ever
World Final bringing together North American and Europe for NHL 6v6 esports! Good luck!

- SportsGamer

PRIZING:

● NACL Champions - $4000 + flights + accommodations
○ World Finals Winners - additional $4000
○ World Finals Runner Ups - additional $2000

● NACL Runner Ups - $2000
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Rule Changes Overview

Here's a snapshot of some of the major adjustments/additions compared to previous events:

● Rule 11.2 - Additional rule added to server selection process

● Rule 14 - NACL will now use the same rules for Transfers as ECL

● There are no restrictions regarding traits. As both the ECL and the NACL lead to the World

Finals, it is crucial that both leagues play their seasons with the ability to use the same

traits. We surveyed both European and North American teams prior to the event and

both regions were on the fence regarding the subject, hence we have made the decision

to keep all traits available for use. This topic may be revisited for future events for both

leagues if deemed necessary.

2 Member registration

2.1 General Account Info/Rules
All players participating in any SportsGamer league/tournament are required to have a registered

account on SportsGamer.gg with their PSN ID (PlayStation) or Gamertag (Xbox) added to their profile.

Your account name, PSN ID / Gamertag and player name must not be of offensive, insulting, crude or

vulgar nature. SportsGamer Staff reserves the right to request players to change these details if

deemed inappropriate. No player may have more than one account on SportsGamer.gg. This account

can be used for playing on different consoles and in different leagues/tournaments simultaneously as

long as the player has their PSN ID / Gamertag set up on their SportsGamer profile.

2.2 Playercard (IMPORTANT)
Every player must have a valid playercard. The name and number that a player has entered on their

player card on SportsGamer must match their name and number in-game. For your benefit, this will

help make things much easier when reporting stats. Additionally, all players on a team must have

unique numbers when compared to their teammates.

2.3 Account in the same household
If several players use their accounts from the same IP address (for example brothers living in the same

home), those players are required to inform an administrator immediately about these conditions.

2.4 Agreement
By joining a team registered for a league/tournament, the player is accepting these rules.
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3 Team registration

3.1 General
All registered members are allowed to register a team for SportsGamer leagues/tournaments. The

team's registrant will be set as captain by default. Team registration is only possible during the signup

period, which will be announced via the SportsGamer main page.

3.2 Requirements
In order to be eligible for SportsGamer leagues/tournaments, teams must:

● Have a captain and 2 assistant captains

● Have a minimum of 6 players and a maximum of 10 players

● Use the same team-name on SportsGamer.gg and in NHL 23

3.3 Closing Registration
Registrations are final once the sign-up deadline has passed, and teams are required to participate in

the league/tournament they signed up for. SportsGamer Staff has the final say in seeding teams to

divisions or groups, and the decisions are to be accepted.

3.4 Withdrawing a registration
To withdraw a registration, the captain must contact league staff and signify that they are no longer

intending to sign up. This is only possible before the sign-up deadline is over.

3.5 Logos/Broadcast Photos
By signing up to a league / tournament hosted by SportsGamer, you are consenting to SportsGamer

and SportsGamer affiliates being able to use your own submitted photo(s) for broadcast and

promotional purposes as well as team logo(s) for broadcast and advertising purposes.

3.6 Sponsorship
Teams can acquire sponsors if they desire. However, any potential sponsors cannot conflict with

SportsGamer values, tournament main sponsor, or league organiser. Furthermore, teams cannot be

sponsored by companies that centre around alcohol, tobacco, gambling, or adult entertainment – the

tournament organiser reserves the right to expand these restrictions at any time.

4 Transfers & Free Agents (NEW)

IMPORTANT: We will be using the transfer process that matches the ECL. In previous North American

events we have used a modified version, however we will now be keeping things consistent on both

sides. It is VERY IMPORTANT that teams understand how this works.

The purpose of the transfer system is to allow players on teams who are in bad situations (not getting

along with their teammates, not getting playing time as expected, etc) a chance to switch teams and

start fresh.
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- Players may only transfer once in a season. Once a player has transferred they also cannot go

back to their original team.

- If a player has 0 games played at the time of their transfer, it will not count towards their one

transfer limit.

- A free agent is considered a player who has not been a part of the event for any team. They

can be added to a roster at any time during the event (no deadline). Once they join a roster,

they are then subject to transfer rules and deadlines.

- The league has the right to block transfers for the sake of competitive integrity (ex. a large

portion of a team attempts to transfer to another team)

4.1 Transfer Deadline
The deadline for transfers is set to 11:59pm EST, on the following day. Free agents (people who have

not been a part of any team at all) may still be added at any time:

• Tuesday Dec 27th, 2022

4.2 Player Drop
Teams are allowed to release a player from their roster, provided this doesn’t violate the roster size

rule. If a player is released or transferred to another team and thus the roster size is temporarily

below the limit mentioned in 2.2, the team has 24 hours to invite a new player to the team to meet

the rule again, otherwise it will be disqualified. Released players cannot go back to the team that

released them and their next move is considered a transfer from the team that released them.

4.3 Captain Transfer Rule
Team captains are not allowed to be transferred during a league/tournament.

4.4 Assistant Captain Transfer Rule
Team assistant captains can transfer in case the team captain agrees to a transfer. In case the team

captain disagrees, an assistant captain is not allowed to be transferred to another team. This

paragraph also applies if a team is not able to finish the tournament for whatever reason.

4.5 Transfer Decline Possibility
All transfers however are subject to scrutiny by LA. Therefore, transfers can be declined retroactively

if deemed to have been illegal, potentially resulting in games played being nullified.

4.6 Team Disqualification
If a team is disqualified, its captains (including assistants) are banned from the league/tournament.

The other roster players are free to transfer to another team, unless they were proven involved in the

disqualification of their team, in which case they are also banned. Of course, the transfers are still

bound by the deadlines mentioned earlier.
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4.7 Acquisition of Banned Players
Teams who will pick up players that are currently banned from playing on SportsGamer will face

serious penalties for doing so. The captains of the team will be banned for the duration of the season

on SportsGamer and the team will be disqualified. For teams consisting of former teammates of the

banned player, no proof is required in regards to whether or not they were aware. The assumption is

that former teammates will be able to identify the banned player in voice chat parties or in WhatsApp

groups.

5 Code of conduct

5.1 General
Registered members are expected to treat each other with respect by not diverting to overly abusive

language. This applies to all league/tournament related conversations conducted on SportsGamer.gg,

or direct communication between players on external sources if proof can be provided that also

includes the context of the conversation

5.2 Rule Circumvention
Members are not allowed to circumvent the rules (including any attempts to do so) or deceive

SportsGamer staff and its League Administration at any time.

6 NACL Divisions framework

6.1 Division Setup
For this season the NACL does not feature divisions like the European Championship League. The ECL

features 5 divisions based on skill level, a promotion/relegation system and various prize pools for

each division. Our goal at Sportsgamer is to implement divisions into the NACL. Your results in NACL

Winter may affect what division your team may be placed in for future events.

6.2 Team Ownership
The captain is considered to be the owner of a team, its name and the divisional spot. In the event a

team breaks up between seasons we will follow the NACL rulebook to determine which group has the

right to the spot in the NACL Division (if applicable).

SportsGamer reserves the right to adjust team ownership regulations between, as well as during

seasons.

6.3 Format
Teams will be divided into groups. Previous events are taken into account when creating groups for

balancing purposes. The amount of teams in each group and the number of groups will be based on

signups.

Teams will play every other team in the group in a two game series, splitting home and away.
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6.4 NACL Playoffs
The amount of teams that make the playoffs will be dependent on signups and communicated at the

start of the season. Each round will be a best of 7 series. In an example scenario of four groups in the

event the following will apply regarding seeds.

Winning your group will guarantee you a #1-4 seed. Finishing second in your group will net you a #5-8
seed, third in your group a #9-12 seed and so on.

Teams will be seeded based on the following tiebreakers:

• Group placement

• PPG average during the regular season

• Head-to-head record

• Goal difference

• Goals scored

For the first round of the playoffs we will be using the Challenge System. This is where the top seeds

get to choose their opponents. If the first round is a “wildcard” round where the top seeds receive

byes, then the Challenges System will instead be used in the second round.

6.5 Points
A regular win is awarded with 2 points, an OT win is awarded with 2 points, an OT loss is awarded

with 1 point and a regular loss is awarded 0 points.

6.6 Tie-Breaking Rules (regular season and playoffs)
If teams are tied in points at the end of the regular season, the following tiebreakers* will be applied

in the order that they are listed:

• Points per game (PPG)

• Wins (including OT-wins)

• Head-to-head record (points in mutual games)

• Goal difference (across all games played)

• Scored goals (across all games played)

*In the event of the tiebreakers being applied to teams from different group sizes, ‘wins’ will be

represented as a percentage, head-to-head will naturally be disregarded, goal difference will be made

into an ‘average per game’ amount, goals scored will (like goal difference before it) be converted into

an ‘average per game’, then finally, if all else fails to break the tie between two teams, a coin flip will

decide. To illustrate this please see the example below:

Team A. 13-1-0. +57. 72 GF.

Team B. 12-0-0. +39. 47 GF.

Therefore then, under these tiebreakers, Team B would be seeded higher based on their PPG

average being higher (1.86 vs. 2.00, respectively). If they happened to be tied on this, then we
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would move on to the next tiebreaker in win percentage, where Team B would once again

receive the higher seed thanks to them having a higher win percentage than that of Team A

(100% vs. 93%). If the two teams happened to be tied on this tiebreaker too, we would then

naturally move to goal difference, where Team A would receive the higher seeding, thanks to an

average goal differential per game of 4.07 vs. Team Bs 3.25. Finally, if the teams are still tied

after applying the first three tiebreaking measures, then the average amount of goals scored by

the teams will be compared, which in this example would mean that Team A would receive the

higher seeding, as their goals for per game is higher than that of Team B (5.14 vs. 3.92).

Additionally, in the event that three or more teams are tied, mutual games between the teams in

question will be examined, and consequently ranked based on how many points they were able to

gather.

Finally, it may be necessary to tiebreak teams based on playoff performance. In the event of that, the

following tiebreakers will be applied in the order that they are listed:

● Playoff wins

● PPG average during the regular season

● Head-to-head record

● Goal difference

● Goals scored

7 Team Management Responsibilities

7.1 General
All managers (C and A) are representatives of the entire team, as such they are responsible for:

• Scheduling games

• Ensuring their team always complies with league/tournament rules

• Any communication with other managers and League Administration in the name of their

team

• Reporting the game stats of the games where the team wins

• Ensuring the team finishes all its games

8 League Administration (LA)

8.1 Responsibilities
League Administration is responsible for hosting the league/tournament, enforcing the rules,

investigating possible infractions and settling disputes between players and teams.

8.2 Sticking to rules
League Administration can add further clarification to existing rules if deemed necessary. If League

Administration is required to process a case that is not covered by any of the existing rules, it can add

new rules throughout a league/tournament to cover these scenarios. Once a decision has been made
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by LA, they must supply both parties involved in the case with an explanation showing how they came

to their decision, as well what rules were invoked.

8.3 Penalty Definition
League Administration will define any player or team penalties according to their severity, whilst

keeping previous decisions in mind to ensure well-balanced decision making. To accomplish this, any

previous cases related to the decision at hand will be cited, and functionally serve as precedents.

8.4 Majority Vote
League Administration must agree on its actions by a majority vote. After a decision has been made,

League Administration will always ensure it acts as a single entity, not disclosing any individual votes

to the public. All cases will be dealt with as fast as possible, however, it is highly unlikely that LA will

be able to deal with a dispute in under an hour for example, so please be patient.

In this situation it is better to be proactive, rather than reactive. So, if you feel there may be a dispute

arising, then please flag it up to LA through the support tool so that they can get a heads up if

possible.

8.5 Contact
To contact League Administration, players must use the support feature and choose NACL Support as

the department. Support will - if necessary - involve the League Administration. These messages are

only visible to the Support team, League Administration members and the person who sent the

message. Do not use private messages to message individual League Administration members about

support/LA issues.

8.6 LA Members
The following members are currently part of League Administration:

• @Live Doggy (NACL Support)

• @Clint (NACL Support)

• @Kenu

• @CMB-

• @Franky__2768

• @iRSPe

• @jahajaha93

• @MartindalexC

• @Mikka

• @Moneygunx

• @swagx88

• @wobfighter

Tournament Administration members may be removed, added or replaced during a

league/tournament.
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8.7 Active Bans
The following bans have been announced by LA:

• PtP

9 Team rules

9.1 Players
Teams are only allowed to use players listed in their official roster on the SportsGamer.gg main page.

9.2 Forfeiting Games
Teams are allowed to forfeit games; however, each case is at the discretion of LA. By forfeiting, the

opposing team will be given a walkover win and a score of 5-0.

9.3 Void Games
If a game is played where one (or more) of the players involved was deemed to not be legal, then LA

reserves the right to potentially void all games played with said player(s), and award WOs victories to

the non-offending team.

10 Fair Play

10.1 General
"Fair Play" is the most essential rule in any games carried out within a league/tournament on

SportsGamer.gg. In general, "Fair Play" describes the act of treating your opponent the way you

would like to be treated. This includes communication, but also any actions which are directly or

indirectly related towards gameplay. To give you an idea of what to avoid to comply with this Fair Play

rule, here are a few examples:

• Do not attack your opponent with abusive language

• Do not exploit game mechanics or bugs to put your opponent at a disadvantage (e.g. do not

make use of any player stats exploits, de-sync glitches, freezes or similar)

• Do not distract your opponent from playing the game (e.g. do not spam messages, do not call

your opponent while he/she is in-game or similar)

10.2 Abusing Game Mechanics
Please note the following bugs/glitches that are addressed specifically:

10.2.1 Goalies leaving the crease
In reference to 9.1 (specifically “Do not exploit game mechanics or bugs to put your opponent at a

disadvantage.”), goalies are not allowed to leave their crease in an attempt to interfere with a skater

from the opposing team.

For illustration please see the video linked below: https://www.youtube.gg/watch?v=ZELueWlZVr4

10.2.2 Trapping a player inside the net
In reference to 9.1 (specifically “Do not exploit game mechanics or bugs to put your opponent at a

disadvantage.”), goalies are not allowed to attempt to interfere with a skater from the opposing team
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who is situated behind them in the net / crease, by being in their way so that they cannot skate away.

11 Scheduling

11.1 Game Scheduling & Communication
The official game dates are listed at the end of this section. Except for featured matchups for

broadcasts, teams are free to communicate and reschedule games with their opponents. All

rescheduled games must be communicated with league staff and use the rescheduling tool accessible

when viewing your schedule (as a captain or assistant captain).

Above: screenshot of a team captain’s option to choose reschedule on the league schedule page

Teams are expected to communicate with each other either through Discord and/or through PMs on

SportsGamer. It’s best to use all communication methods available.

All games must be finished by Thursday, Jan 5th. Failure to finish games may result in forfeits for

both teams involved, unless one team can provide proof that the other made no effort to schedule

and play the games.

IMPORTANT: During the regular season, broadcasts will begin at 10pm EST. This means on Thursdays

featured games that begin at 9pm EST may be moved to accommodate the broadcast.

During the playoffs, broadcasts will begin at 9pm EST.

Note: We are aware that Sun Dec 18th is the same day as the Ducks finals. This has been

communicated with them and there are plans to avoid overlap. That day may be moved or removed

from the schedule completely.
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11.2 Un-played/Unreported Games Games
In case there are any unplayed games after these deadlines have passed, League Administration will

investigate the issue and can hand out: walkover wins for the team that was more active in trying to

get the games scheduled and played in time, walkover losses for both teams (applicable to both

regular season & playoff games).

If any games are unreported, and there has been no support request submitted, no points will be

awarded to either team.

11.3 Forfeits vs. Disqualification
A forfeit will result in a 5-0 win being awarded to the other team.

If a team forfeits more than 30% of their games, all of their games will be overturned including

ones previously played.
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As a reminder our goal is to create divisions with a promotion/relegation system similar to the ECL. If

a team drops out of the event or forfeits too many games, this can affect their placement in future

events regardless of what their record was at the time.

11.4 Rescheduling Tool
After teams have agreed to postpone or play a game ahead of schedule in written form, they must

make use of the rescheduling tool available inside the league/tournament schedule to reflect this

change on SportsGamer. To use the tool, find the affected matchup in the schedule and click the

"Reschedule" button below puck drop time. Afterwards, the opponent's captains must confirm this

action by visiting the main page, where they are alerted by a popup notification.

11.5 Late game appearances
If a team is more than 15 minutes late to a game without prior notice, the opposing team must

contact support as soon as possible. The message should have proof of the opposing team “not

showing up” attached. Depending on the reason(s) for the delay support may decide to allocate WOs.

Please note section 10.2 when reading this.

12 Game rules

12.1 Game Setup
All tournament games are to be played 6 versus 6 using the “Private Game” setting.

12.2 Server Selection
There is an “honour system” aspect for server selection. If a team is thought to be lying about

their best server to manipulate the system for a competitive advantage, discipline will be

brought to the team and/or team captain.

1. Before a match, teams will message each other informing them of their best server.

2. Teams can agree to play on a server of their own choice of both teams agree

3. Teams can agree to a home and home scenario where the home team picks the server of

their choice.

4. If teams cannot agree to the first two options they will use the following table. You will

cross-reference your team’s best server with your opponent’s to determine which server you

will use.

5. NEW RULE: A team may override the table by agreeing to use their opponents best server

6. If a team is thought to be lying about their best server, please inform staff. They will look into

their locations through their IPs connected to the site and make a determination.
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12.3 Jersey Design

12.3.1 Jersey Colours
The team’s home and away jerseys must have different colour schemes. It is e.g. not allowed to have

both jerseys in the same colour, no matter which colour is used. Both jerseys need to be easily

distinguishable from each other.

12.3.2 Jersey Numbers
Teams must attempt to make the numbers on their jerseys as visible as possible, e.g., light-coloured

numbers on a dark coloured jersey.

12.4 Jersey Selection
Before the start of the game the captains of both teams should verify that the jerseys are easily

distinguishable from each other. In the event of an issue where the uniforms are deemed to be too

similar, the game needs to be left immediately. For the next game the away team must switch their

uniforms.

12.5 Other Customisations
12.5.1 Players
All players in the NACL (skaters and goalies) must try to make the face of their player in-game bare

some resemblance to themselves in real life.

12.5.2 Arena
Teams are not allowed to use Junior stadium 1 or 2, this is because these specific arenas are known to

cause the classic camera angle to become altered.

12.5.3 Goal post color
Goal posts must be a dark color. This is due to colour blindness concerns where individuals would not

be able to see the goal if it was a specific colour.

12.6 Pausing
Teams are allowed to pause the game during stoppages.

12.7 Fighting
Players are not allowed to fight in NACL. In the event a fight occurs, both teams are expected to back

out, start another game where the score and time remaining will be continued from where it left off.

12.8 Quitting Games
Players are not allowed to quit a game on purpose.
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12.9 Player Disconnects
If a player disconnects at any point during the game, teams are to follow the following procedure.

Please remember to record all stats during a disconnect:

• If the player has disconnected (icon not shown above their in-game player's head) before

face-off, the game will stop immediately, and teams are required to clear the puck. Teams

are provided 15 minutes to challenge each other and continue the game.

• If gameplay is active when a player disconnects, teams are to play until the next

stoppage. Then teams will pause, record stats, back out and begin another game with the

score and time remaining carrying over from the previous game.

• If there are disagreements whether a goal scored during this time should count or not,

teams must submit video proof to support for review

• If the disconnect occurs in the first period, teams will run down the clock to the time of

disconnect. The clock will be stopped via a benching of the puck and resume play. Any

goals are understood to be carried over.

• Any penalties prior to the disconnect will carry over upon the restart. The easiest method

is to flip the puck over the boards from your own zone for a delay of game penalty.

• Additionally, players must not change positions or builds (including traits /

specializations, height or weight) used between disconnected games. Line-up change is

permitted if one of the starting players can no longer play; however, the replacing

player(s) must take the position(s) left by the disconnection, they cannot in effect change

with the players who did not disconnect. In such an event, it is up to the captains whether

they want to start the restarted game at the point of the disconnect, or from a time prior

to it.

• If your opponent has changed builds prior to a restart, it is your responsibility to

immediately back out of the game and inform the other team. Once the game has

resumed you have been considered to have “accepted” their changes and cannot appeal

after the fact.

• If a goalie disconnects while facing a breakaway or penalty shot, the offending team must

allow a penalty shot upon restarting. This will be accomplished by tripping a player

during a simulated breakaway. If a goal happens during the simulated breakaway, it will

not count. After the penalty shot has taken place, teams will run the clock down to the

appropriate time, clear the puck out of play, then resume the game from the ensuing

faceoff. Due to the seriousness of this violation, the infraction will be subject to further

review by LA to determine if additional sanctions shall be placed on the offending

team/player.

• Furthermore, in the event that a disconnect dispute reaches LA we would like to remind

teams that they should be aware when suggesting alternative solutions to the rulebook’s

default, as LA may hold them accountable even if they rescind the offer later on.

12.10 Clock Reset
In case the clock resets to an earlier state, which can happen at any point in a game due to

connection issues, and thus removes scored goals from the scoreboard, teams are required to

recreate any goals that were affected by a reset. The game continues immediately after the original

score is back in place.
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13 Match report

13.1 Match Reporting
A match report must be initiated by the winning team. Of course, teams are welcomed to report

games even if they were not the victor, providing that they record the stats in full.

13.1.1 Normal Games
To report matches that were completed in a single session without any disconnects, the winning

team’s captains must use the API reporting tool to record stats and events for both teams.

It is very important to grab screenshots of the end game screen, and in game events the times of

penalties and goals (which will also show who assisted on each goal)

The API reporting tool can be accessed by selecting "Team tools" -> "Add match (EA API)" from the

top right corner on the main page. Although games are usually sent to the API very quickly, in rare

occasions it may take up to 60 minutes for a game to show up in the API reporting tool.

Click HERE for a tutorial (with images) of what screenshots to take as well as how to use the API for

reporting games without disconnects.

13.1.2 Disconnected Games
To report matches that were disconnected at some point during a game, the winning uses the manual

reporting tool to report general game stats and the home team's individual player stats and events.

Although it’s called the “manual” tool, the process is nearly the same as reporting a normal game.

Please use the following link for a tutorial (with images) to explain the reporting process for merging

games due to a disconnect

How to Report Disconnected Games

13.2 Submission Deadline
All match reports must be submitted immediately after the games have been completed due to the

EA API only allowing statistics to be retrieved from the five most recent games played. In case of any

issues please contact the support team as soon as possible.

13.3 Stats Accuracy
All stats reported must correspond with the in-game stats. Proof for all stats (game overview, events

and individual stats) needs to be saved as screenshots for the entire tournament in case any

investigation is required.
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14 Streaming

14.1 NACL
14.1.1 Streaming
It is strongly suggested that both teams stream their games as it is easier to provide proof should a

disagreement arise between teams. Furthermore, streams must be published on SportsGamer via the

"Start a stream" page prior to puck drop (note: "Start a stream" is currently only available for Twitch

and not applicable to YouTube).

14.1.2 For Games Broadcast by SportsGamer or Affiliates
Teams are not to start the game until given permission by a representative from the broadcasting

body. Additionally, teams must submit their line-ups correctly spelled with all the relevant

information in the following format at the very latest 24h before the broadcast:

#10 GamerTag - #95 GamerTag - #25 GamerTag

#5 GamerTag - #3 GamerTag

#30 GamerTag

NOTE: All players on a team must have different numbers for broadcasted games. Also, make sure the

player name and jersey number matches what is on your SportsGamer Playercard. This helps when it

comes to reporting stats (making it easier for yourself) and it helps SportGamer by automatically

pulling that information for broadcast graphics.

Finally, we ask that players streaming the game make sure to do the following points:

● Calibrate their screen correctly

● Turn off commentary in the audio settings

● Turn off menu music

● Don't turn off anything else and make sure to have the game audio at a good level, as it helps

create atmosphere

● Make sure you have done the display calibration correctly, so the clock appears at the right

height

● Be sure not to include any party chat or own overlays on the stream picture

● Turn replay-skipping off, so that all replays are shown

● We love it when you also manually go through replays in the intermission

● Don't skip intermissions

● Set your camera angle as Overhead or Classic

● Set your bench/penalty camera to your regular camera angle

● Furthermore, players must turn on all indicator colours (for both teams) and have them set to

small

14.1.3 Broadcast rights
The NACL Finals and the World Finals can only be broadcasted on SportsGamer’s, or a stated

SportsGamer affiliate’s, Twitch account. Furthermore, any games that SportsGamer’s, or a stated

SportsGamer affiliate’s, Twitch account are broadcasting must not be broadcasted by any other party
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without permission.

14.1.4 Archiving
Teams need to set up the twitch archiving feature or some other method of allowing SportsGamer

to access footage of games played, including those that aren’t on the official broadcast:

Twitch archiving: Go to the dashboard, select channel settings, scroll down and enable "Store past

broadcasts". After the stream is finished, go to the Video Manager, click on the three dots to the right

of a video and select "Highlight". From there, save the entire video as a highlight (otherwise your

stream will disappear after 14 days).

YouTube archiving: This happens automatically.

14.1.5 Betting
In short: In order to ensure integrity, players or those affiliated with teams are not allowed to bet on

any games within the NACL or the ECL.

If a person (be that player, or manager, or anyone directly affiliated with a team) is found to have

placed a bet on a match concerning their own team, or another, regardless of the bet placement, the

respective match(es) will be overturned where applicable, and the person in question who placed the

bet will be banned for a calendar year (365 days from starting ban date). This penalty is extended

towards those placing bets through the use of a secondary, or third-party account.

In addition to this, we strongly advise that players discourage both friends and family from betting in

order to reduce the risk of said players receiving a false positive ban.

Finally, we encourage anyone to come forward if they feel they have indisputable evidence that a

certain person, or persons, have been placing bets - whether that be directly or via a third party. As

always, all disputes will be handled by League Administration and we reserve full autonomy regarding

possible punishment on a case-by-case basis.

14.1.6 Streaming Information
Our goal is to broadcast on each of the game nights throughout the season and as such we will need

your cooperation to make this work.

During the regular season, the broadcasts will begin at 10pm EST. For nights where games are

scheduled for play at 9pm, featured matchups can be moved at a later time (10pm or 11pm EST) for

broadcasts.

To facilitate this, we will need you to follow these bullet points:

• Teams that are part of the broadcast will need to have representatives on a

pre-communicated channel on Discord.

• Teams need to have some extra time in their schedule, so they can delay their games if

needed for some reason. (For example, if previous matchup goes into OT). Obviously, the

idea is not to have anyone waiting longer than necessary, but when we promise specific

matchups, we want to deliver those matchups.

• The official matchups will not be streamed on any other channel.

• Replays are not to be skipped.
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• Failure to follow the above rules may lead to disciplinary actions.

14.1.7 Player Card
In game player names must be appropriate. For the NACL Finals & LAN event, the players names will

match the person’s real name. This is appreciated already at the earlier stages.

14.1.8 Finals Appearance
In the event that you and your team progress to the World Finals, you must be present for the LAN

event in person. Each finals team must therefore have six members of their team, who are able to

play, at the LAN event – exceptions include, but are not limited to, medical exemption, or a force

majeure situation.

All players must have valid passports readily available.

14.1.9 Finals Appearance Conduct
When on site during, before, and after, the LAN event, players must adhere to behavioural and

dress-code guidelines set by SportsGamer, these include:

● Conducting yourself in a positive manner to those around you, e.g., making sure that you do

not harass others, as well as keeping alcohol consumption (if applicable) to a safe amount.

● Wearing your team’s or SportsGamer provided jersey during your entrance to the stage,

games on the stage, as well as during interviews. Players may be restricted from wearing caps

and other headwear or similar articles during the games. When off the stage, players can

wear other clothing items or accessories. Additionally, any coaches and team representatives

are asked to wear team uniforms when they are in close proximity to the stage.

Failure to adhere to these guidelines may result in a penalization, such as a reduction in prize money.

SportsGamer reserves the right to amend the above requirements and restrictions as it sees

necessary.

During the live events SportsGamer will provide the following for the players taking part:

● Entry to the event

● Teams are offered a common space before and after games.

● Each player is reserved a sufficient amount of water, or another beverage, per event.

● A trophy will be presented for the winning team.

● Necessary consoles, devices, and controllers will be supplied and installed at live venue.

15 Definitions

15.1 Start
“League/Tournament start” is the date of the first game played in the tournament.

15.2 End
“League/Tournament end” is after the end of the final game of the tournament.
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15.3 Game
“Game” is defined by a home team and an away team.

15.4 Managers
“Managers” of a team are the captain and the assistants.

15.5 Players
"Players" of a team are all members on the website roster, including the captain and assistant

captains.

15.6 Transfer
“Transfer” is the movement of a player from a team to another. A player is on a team as soon as they

are displayed as such on SportsGamer.

15.7 Recruitment
“Recruitment” is the addition of a free agent by a team.

15.8 Free Agent
“Free Agent” is a member of SportsGamer who has not been registered to any team during a

league/tournament.

15.9 Disqualification
“Disqualification” is when a team gets removed from the tournament. A disqualified team has all its

games cancelled, played or un-played. “Disqualification” also pertains to “disbandment” (see

‘Radical’ case).

15.10 Ban
“Ban” is a player punishment. Ban length depends on the infraction made by the player. A player

banned for N games is not allowed to play the next N games scheduled for their team at the time of

the ban. As such, if the team schedule is changed the games the banned player has to skip remain the

same.

15.11 Infraction
“Infraction” is the act of breaking any rule described in this document.

15.12 Walkover
“Walkover” is a team punishment in the form of an automatic 5-0 or X-X result. 5-0 is the result of

one team being at fault for various reasons described in the rules above. X-X is the result of both

teams being at fault and means both teams receive 0 points for a game.

15.13 Transfer deadline
"Transfer deadline" is the moment when transfers are not allowed anymore until the end of a

tournament.
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15.14 League/Tournament game
"League/Tournament game" is the official game according to SportsGamer stats. In the case of

disconnection, the tournament game consists of parts of two or more games.

15.15 Desynced/looped game
"Desynced/looped game" describes a game that has been disconnected without player interaction.

15.16 Legal (In reference to players used)
“Legal” describes a player who is part of a team and their presence does not violate any rules.
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16 Appendix

16.1 Appendix 1. Abbreviations

API Application Programming Interface

CET Central European Time

EA Electronic Arts

ECL European Championship League

LA League Administration

PSN PlayStation Network

ID Identification

16.2 Appendix 2. Document Change History
Date Change performed

09.12.2022 • Initial creation

•

•

.
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